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I. The definition of "carbon capture equipment" is currently too broad and should be 
narrowed consistent with the purpose of Section 45Q. 

Background 

Section 45Q provides a tax credit for qualified carbon oxide (QCO) "captured" by the taxpayer 
"using carbon capture equipment" (using this phrase seven times). Proposed Regulation section 
1.45Q-1(h)(1) states that the person that may claim the credit is the person to whom the credit is 
attributable. Except as provided in Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-1(h)(3) (which allows for 
certain transfers of the credit), Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-1(h)(1)(ii) provides that, for 
QCO captured using carbon capture equipment (CCE) that is originally placed in service at a 
qualified facility on or after February 9, 2018, the credit is attributable to the person that owns 
the CCE and physically or contractually ensures the capture and disposal, injection, or 
utilization. 

Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-2(c) provides that "[i]n general, carbon capture equipment 
includes all components of property that are used to capture or process carbon oxide until the 
carbon oxide is transported for disposal, injection, or utilization." Proposed Regulation section 
1.45Q-2(c)(1) then says that CCE is equipment used for one of three purposes: (1) separating, 
purifying, drying, and/or capturing carbon oxide that would otherwise be released into the 
atmosphere from an industrial facility, (2) removing carbon oxide from the atmosphere via direct 
air capture, or (3) compressing or otherwise increasing the pressure of carbon oxide. Proposed 
Regulation section 1.45Q-2(c)(2) then indicates that CCE "generally includes components of 
property necessary to compress, treat, process, liquefy, pump or perform some other physical 
action to capture" QCO and specifies components of property that are components of CCE. 
Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-2(c)(3) provides for certain types of property that are not 
CCE. 

Section 3.05 of Notice 2020-12 has a similar, but slightly different, definition for CCE. It says 
that CCE includes "all components of property that are used to capture or process (for example, 
separation, purification, drying, and/or compression) carbon oxide until it is transported away 
from the qualified facility for disposal, utilization, or use as a tertiary injectant." It goes further 
by saying that "fflor these purposes," CCE "includes a system of gathering lines that collect 
carbon oxide captured from a qualified facility or multiple qualified facilities that constitute a 
single project (as described in section 8.01 of this Notice) for the purpose of transporting that 
carbon oxide away from the qualified facility or single project to a pipeline used to transport 
carbon oxide from multiple taxpayers and projects." 

At various industrial facilities, there is equipment where relatively pure QCO exits the equipment 
but where the primary function and purpose of the equipment is not to produce QCO but, rather, 
to generate another product. At a gasification plant, a mix of gasses enters a rectisol unit, which 
is a piece of equipment designed to separate the gasses. At a natural gas plant, a mix of gasses 
enters the entire plant, which is designed to separate the gases. At an ethanol plant, the 
fermenters cause QCO to be generated and separated during the fermentation process. In each 
case, the QCO that exits could be vented to the atmosphere absent capture equipment. 
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Discussion 

The purpose of Section 45Q is to incentivize investment in CCE and to cause taxpayers to utilize 
CCE to capture QCO and sequester it by disposal, injection, or utilization. If the definition of 
CCE is too broad, that purpose will be hampered because the cost investment will be too high 
and/or because the owners and creditors of industrial facilities will be unwilling to have a 
different taxpayer own equipment that is necessary for the operation of the industrial facilities. 

As the Proposed Regulations specify that (1) a taxpayer must own the CCE to be attributed the 
credit, (2) the CCE is "all" components of property used to capture or process carbon oxide and 
(3) "separation" of QCO is a part of such property, the definition is overbroad. The definition 
would mean that the taxpayer that is using CCE to capture QCO must own the rectisol unit at the 
gasification plant, the entire plant at a natural gas plant and the fermenters at the ethanol plant. 
These assets are part of the industrial facility and should not be considered CCE. Such an 
overbroad definition would hamper such plants from working with taxpayers that desire to 
capture QCO by making plant operation difficult (or impossible) and make sequestration 
operations much more expensive. Moreover, investments in industrial facilities or separation 
equipment is prohibitive if such facilities or equipment are subject to a lien or used as security 
for financing of the industrial facility. Defining CCE to include separation equipment would 
also require tax equity investors to engage in all or a part of the business of operating an 
industrial facility. This type of investment is beyond the scope and desire of tax equity investors 
and outside the purpose of Section 45Q. 

The definition of CCE should look to the primary purpose of the equipment at issue. Only 
equipment whose primary purpose is to capture, process, separate, purify, dry or compress QCO 
should be treated as CCE (Primary Purpose Test). For example, the primary purpose of a 
rectisol unit is to purify syngas. As such, under the Primary Purpose Test, a rectisol unit would 
not be treated as CCE. On the other hand, under the Primary Purpose Test, a compressor whose 
primary purpose is to prepare QCO for transportation via pipeline would be treated as CCE. 

As an alternative to the Primary Purpose Test, the definition of CCE could look at whether the 
equipment is integral to the industrial facility. Anything that is integral to the industrial facility 
would be part of the industrial facility and anything that is not necessary for the functioning of 
the industrial facility and, instead, captures, processes, separates, purifies, dries or compresses 
QCO would be CCE. Under a test of what is required for the industrial facility, the rectisol unit 
would still not be CCE, while the compressor that compresses QCO would be CCE. 

Because the Primary Purpose Test or a test regarding what is integral to the industrial facility is a 
subjective test, it is necessarily to provide tax equity investors with more certainty. For this 
reason, we recommend that the final regulations, in addition to the Primary Purpose Test, 
provide for a bright-line safe harbor that looks to the level of QCO in the gas stream entering the 
piece of equipment to determine whether the equipment is CCE (Safe Harbor). For example, 
CCE could include all equipment from the point where the gas stream is 90% QCO to the point 
where the QCO is transported for disposal, injection or utilization. Under the Safe Harbor, the 
tailgate of the rectisol unit or of the natural gas plant or the venting stack of the ethanol plant 
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would be treated as CCE, but would not include the rectisol unit, the natural gas plant or the 
fermenter. 

Additionally, Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-2(c) and Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-
2(c)(1) should be clearer on their interaction. In Notice 2020-12, "separation, purification, 
drying, and/or compression" appear to be examples of what it means to "capture or process" 
carbon oxides. The Proposed Regulations seem to have two separate requirements: (1) that the 
CCE is used to capture or process carbon oxide and (2) that it is used for one of the three 
enumerated purposes. Alternatively, the Proposed Regulations could be read in the manner 
indicated by the Notice (i.e., that the three enumerated uses are a clarification of what is intended 
by "capture or process" or, perhaps, to define just "process"). Another possible reading would 
be that Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-2(c), which itself may be indicating that CCE is 
either all components that capture or all components that process or may be indicating that CCE 
is all components that capture and all components that process, is merely a general rule and the 
CCE is equipment used for one of the three purposes (e.g., CCE might just be compression 
equipment (perhaps, even where there is other equipment that purifies or dries the QCO)). 
Moreover, the "in general" and "generally" language in Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-2(c) 
and Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-2(c)(2), respectively, adds to a lack of clarity regarding 
the definition of CCE because it indicates there are exceptions to the general definition. We 
recommend that the final regulations clarify the interaction of Proposed Regulation section 
1.45Q-2(c) and Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-2(c)(1) consistent with the Primary Purpose 
Test and the Safe Harbor described above. 

In sum, the final regulations should narrow the definition of CCE consistent with the purpose of 
the statute, which is to incentivize investment in equipment whose primary purpose and function 
is to capture, process, separate, purify, dry or compress QCO and prepare it for transportation 
and sequestration (by disposal, injection, or utilization). This can be achieved by providing for a 
Primary Purpose Test (or a test regarding what is integral to the industrial facility) and a Safe 
Harbor. 

IL The definition of a "binding written contract" for purposes of Section 45Q is too broad 
and should be narrowed to include a damage limitation rule, such as the 5% limitation in 
Treasury Regulation section 1.168(k)-1(b)(4)(10(A). 

Background 

Pursuant to Section 45Q(f)(3) and Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-1(h)(2), a taxpayer who 
claims Section 45Q Credits is not required to physically carry out the disposal, injection, or 
utilization of QCO if the taxpayer contractually ensures in a "binding written contract" that the 
party that physically carries out the disposal, injection, or utilization of the QCO does so in the 
manner required under Section 45Q and the Proposed Regulations. Proposed Regulation section 
1.45Q-1(h)(2)(i) defines a binding written contract as a written contract that (1) is enforceable 
under state law against both parties and (2) does not limit damages to a specified amount. 
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Discussion 

The second requirement in Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-1(h)(2)(i) should permit a limit 
on damages, e.g., a limitation equal to 5 percent of the total contract price. Such a limit on 
damages is consistent with industry practice and the definition of a "binding written contract" for 
other purposes of the Code. For example, the definition is inconsistent with the requirements of 
a "binding written contract" for renewable energy tax credit projects under Sections 45 and 48, 
which conforms to the definition of a "binding contract" under Treasury Regulation section 
1.168(k)-1(b)(4)(ii)(A). See Notice 2013-29, 2013-20 I.R.B. 1085, and Notice 2018-59, 2018-28 
I.R.B. 196. Section 8.02(1) of Notice 2020-12, 2020-11 I.R.B. 495, specifically incorporated 
these rules for purposes of the "beginning of construction" rules for the Section 45Q Credit and it 
is incongruous for such rules to not apply as to all Section 45Q purposes. Tax equity investors 
will be less willing to invest in carbon capture projects if they are unable to limit their financial 
exposure in the event of unforeseen circumstances. As written, Proposed Regulation section 
1.45Q-1(h)(2)(i) would not allow any limitation on damages. Permitting contractual provisions 
that limit damages to an amount equal to at least 5 percent of the total contract price will provide 
the bright line needed for tax equity investment. 

III. The credit allowable under Section 45Q should not be jeopardized by a counterparty 
failing to report as required by Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-1(h)(2)(iv). 

Background 

If a taxpayer contracts for the physical disposal, injection or utilization of QCO through a 
binding written contract, Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-1(h)(2)(iv) requires that each party 
to the contract report the existence of the contract and certain other information to the IRS on an 
annual basis. 

Discussion 

The Proposed Regulations do not provide what happens if a counterparty, i.e., the person doing 
the physical disposal, injection or utilization, fails to report the information required pursuant to 
Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-1(h)(2)(iv). Taxpayers can contract for their counterparties 
to comply with reporting requirements; however, they have little control over whether their 
counterparties in fact comply. If a taxpayer claiming Section 45Q Credits fulfills its reporting 
obligations, the taxpayer should be entitled to those credits, regardless of any failure by a 
counterparty to meet its reporting requirements. As such, the final regulations should provide 
that the failure of a counterparty to meet the reporting requirements under Proposed Regulation 
section 1.45Q-1(h)(2)(iv) does not affect whether a compliant taxpayer is entitled to Section 45Q 
Credits. 

IV. Clarffy that, at a single industrial facility, two (or more) taxpayers can own separate 
pieces of CCE that capture the same stream of QCO and, further, that (in such circumstance) 
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each CCE owner is eligible to claim Section 45Q Credits in amount equal to the proportionate 
unadjusted basis of the CCE owned by such taxpayer. 

Background 

The Proposed Regulations provide that CCE includes "all" components of property that are used 
to capture or process QCO until the QCO is transported for disposal, injection, or utilization. 
Due to financial and regulatory constraints, e.g., liens applying to some but not all of the CCE 
and intransigent lenders, in certain instances, a single taxpayer will not be able to own the 
entirety of CCE at a single industrial facility. 

Discussion 

The Proposed Regulations do not indicate whether it is permissible for more than one taxpayer to 
own separate pieces of CCE that capture the same QCO. Said differently, the Proposed 
Regulations do not specify whether a single taxpayer must own "all" of the CCE that captures 
and processes a single stream of QCO or whether multiple taxpayers can own distinct pieces of 
CCE that captures the same stream of QCO. 

We recommend that the final regulations provide that multiple taxpayers can own (either in 
whole or part) distinct and separate pieces of CCE that capture the same stream of QCO and that, 
in such instance, Section 45Q Credits should be allocated among the CCE owners based on the 
unadjusted bases of the CCE to each owner. For example, if as part of a single carbon capture 
project at a qualified facility, taxpayer A owns compressors with an unadjusted basis of $40x and 
taxpayer B owns the rest of the CCE at the facility with an unadjusted basis of $60x, 40% of the 
Section 45Q Credits would be allocable to taxpayer A and 60% of the credits would be allocable 
to taxpayer B. 

V. Clarify that, at a single industrial facility, two (or more) taxpayers can own an 
undivided interest in the same CCE, and further, that (in such circumstance) each CCE owner 
is eligible to claim Section 45Q Credits in an amount equal to the arm's-length negotiated 
QCO allocated to such owner. 

Background 

As described in Section IV above, the Proposed Regulations are unclear as to whether a single 
taxpayer must own "all" of the CCE that captures and processes a single stream of QCO or 
whether multiple taxpayers can own undivided interests in the same CCE that captures the same 
stream of QCO. 

Discussion 

In certain circumstances, due to pre-existing arrangements or financial constraints, a single 
taxpayer may be unable to capture and process all of the QCO produced by a single set of CCE 
at an industrial facility. 

In such situations, the final regulations should provide that one (or more) taxpayers are permitted 
to own undivided interests in the same CCE in a tenancy-in-common (TIC) structure. Further, in 
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such circumstance, the final regulations should provide that each CCE owner in a TIC structure 
is permitted to claim Section 45Q Credits in an amount equal to the QCO that such owner takes 
in kind (and subsequently disposes, injects or utilizes) provided that the allocations of QCO 
among the TIC owners are negotiated in good faith at arm's length. For example, if as part of a 
single carbon capture project at a qualified facility, taxpayer A and taxpayer B both own an 
undivided interest in the CCE in a TIC structure, and the parties have negotiated at arm's length 
that taxpayer A will take 70% of the QCO and taxpayer B will take 30% of the QCO captured by 
the CCE, taxpayer A and taxpayer B would be eligible to claim the Section 45Q Credits 
associated with the QCO that they take in kind from the CCE. 

VI. Clarify that at a single industrial facility there can be two (or more) carbon capture 
facilities and that each facility is separately eligible to claim Section 45Q Credits. 

Background 

Similar to the issue described immediately above, because it is unclear how Proposed Regulation 
section 1.45Q-1(c) and Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-1(c)(1) interact, these provisions 
could be interpreted to require a single taxpayer to own all CCE equipment placed in service at a 
single industrial facility, even if the industrial facility produces more than one QCO stream. 

Discussion  

The final regulations should clarify that a single industrial facility can have two (or more) carbon 
capture facilities and that the CCE within each distinct facility can be owned by separate 
taxpayers. Additionally, the final regulations should provide that, in such a situation, each 
taxpayer is eligible to claim Section 45Q Credits separate and apart from any other carbon 
capture facility owners at the same industrial facility. In this instance, apportionment is not 
necessary or appropriate since there are two (or more) distinct QCO streams as to which Section 
45Q Credits can be claimed. 

VII. Clarift that counterparties can physically dispose, inject or utilize QCO on behalf of a 
taxpayer by contracting for such services. 

Background 

Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-1(h)(2) provides that a taxpayer is not required to physically 
carry out the disposal, injection, or utilization of QCO to claim the Section 45Q Credit if the 
taxpayer contractually ensures in a binding written contract that the party that "physically" 
carries out the disposal, injection, or utilization of the qualified carbon oxide does so in the 
manner required under Section 45Q and the Proposed Regulations. The Proposed Regulations 
do not provide for what it means for a counterparty to "physically" carry out disposal, injection 
or utilization. Specifically, the Proposed Regulations do not indicate whether or how the 
counterparty itself (which may be an entity) has to "physically" do the disposal, injection or 
utilization or whether it is permissible for the counterparty to contract for such services. 
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Discussion 

The final regulations should provide that a counterparty under Proposed Regulation section 
1.45Q-1(h)(2) is not required to "physically" carry out disposal, injection or utilization of QCO, 
so long as the counterparty remains contractually liable to the taxpayer for the work it was hired 
to perform. As such, the final regulations should clarify that a counterparty is permitted to utilize 
independent contractors, subcontractors, partners or members of the counterparty, joint venture 
partners or any other agent to "physically" carry out the actions that it agreed to perform. 

Section 45Q(f)(3)(A)(ii) does not have a "physical" requirement when it comes to contractually 
ensuring disposal, injection or utilization. The statute provides that the person that owns the 
CCE must either physically or contractually ensure disposal, injection or utilization. Thus, the 
"physical" requirement only applies if the CCE owner itself (presumably via its own employees) 
does the disposal, injection or utilization. If the CCE owner contractually ensures disposal, 
injection or utilization, there is no statutory basis requiring the contractual counterparty to 
"physically" dispose, inject or utilize the QCO. 

Allowing for counterparties to subcontract or utilize other persons to carry out the actions that 
they agreed to perform does not affect the requirement of a taxpayer claiming Section 45Q 
Credits to ensure proper disposal, injection or utilization of QCO. Instead, taxpayers remain 
liable for recapture in the instance that QCO for which a Section 45Q Credit has been claimed 
ceases to be captured, disposed of, or used as a tertiary injectant during the recapture period. 
Requiring counterparties to use their own employees, or even monitor the work of independent 
contractors, is unnecessary to achieve the goal of proper disposal, injection or utilization. Thus, 
the final regulations should provide that a counterparty is permitted to utilize independent 
contractors, subcontractors, partners or members of the counterparty, joint venture partners or 
any other agent to "physically" carry out the actions that it agreed to perform. 

VIII. Provide that a Credit Claimant must make a meaningful financial investment in the 
property required to ensure the physical disposal, injection or utilization of QCO, but can 
perform the physical actions required by contracting for such services and need not own or 
lease the property that is the mechanism of disposition, injection or utilization. 

Background  

Section 45Q(f)(3)(B) and Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-1(h)(3) allows a taxpayer that 
owns CCE and is otherwise eligible to claim Section 45Q Credits with respect to such CCE to 
elect to allow the person (Credit Claimant) that disposes, utilizes or injects the QCO captured by 
such CCE to claim the Section 45Q Credits (Credit Claimant Election). Similar to the issue 
immediately above, the Proposed Regulations do not specify what actions are required by a 
Credit Claimant to be treated as disposing, utilizing or injecting QCO. Moreover, the Proposed 
Regulations do not require a Credit Claimant to own or lease any of the property or equipment 
required for the disposal, injection or utilization of QCO. 

Discussion 

The purpose of the Credit Claimant Election is to give owners of CCE other options to make use 
of Section 45Q Credits besides claiming them directly. This provision allows tax equity 
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investments to be made both in CCE and in QCO disposal, injection or utilization operations. 
Similar to the requirements under Section 45Q to own CCE and to avoid the bare buying and 
selling of Section 45Q Credits, Credit Claimants taking advantage of the Credit Claimant 
Election should be required to make a minimum investment in the equipment or property 
required in some part of the process of QCO disposal, injection or utilization. 

As previously discussed, we do not believe taxpayers should be required to own the entirety of 
CCE relating to a single QCO stream in order to be eligible to claim Section 45Q Credits. 
Likewise, a Credit Claimant should not be required to own or lease the entirety of equipment 
required for the disposal, injection or utilization of a single QCO stream. Instead, the final 
regulations should provide that Credit Claimants must make a meaningful investment in the 
equipment or property required for the disposal, injection or utilization of QCO. Such an 
investment, for example, might be in the pipeline required for QCO transportation, in order to be 
eligible to claim Section 45Q Credits pursuant to the Credit Claimant Election. We are not 
suggesting a minimum dollar amount or percentage of overall costs, which could cause 
aberrations in the tax equity market and note that Rev. Proc. 2020-12, 2020-11 I.RB. 511, 
already has rules regarding a tax equity investor's minimum investment. Rather, we suggest that 
the final regulations require a Credit Claimant to own or lease a non-de minimis amount of 
physical assets that play a part in taking the disposal, injection or utilization of the QCO after it 
leaves the CCE. In order to execute this rule, we also suggest that the final regulations provide 
clear examples and bright line tests regarding the amount of physical assets that would not be 
considered de minimis. Such clear examples and bright line tests will better facilitate tax equity 
investments in disposal, injection and utilization equipment and processes. 

Additionally, the final regulations should provide that Credit Claimants are not required to 
directly engage in the business of QCO disposal, injection or utilization and are permitted to 
utilize independent contractors, subcontractors, members or partners, joint venture partners or 
any other agent to carry out such actions. In addition to the reasons stated above, this framework 
is consistent with acceptable structures used in other tax equity investments such as low-income 
housing (where owners typically hire property management companies) and renewable energy 
projects (where owners typically hire operations and management companies) and will ensure 
maximum utilization of the Section 45Q Credit. 

IX. Clarify that the recapture exception in Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-5(i) includes 
all events outside of the taxpayer's control. 

Background 

Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-5(i) provides that a recapture event is not triggered in the 
event of a loss of containment of QCO resulting from actions not related to the selection, 
operation, or maintenance of the storage facility, such as volcanic activity or terrorist attack. 

Discussion 

The Proposed Regulations provide that volcanic activity and terrorist attacks do not create a 
recapture event, but these actions could be related to the selection of the storage facility. For 
example, if a facility is located near an active or dormant volcano, it would seem that volcanic 
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activity that results in release of QCO is related to the selection of the facility. The final 
regulations should provide that all naturally occurring events (e.g., fires, volcanos and 
earthquakes) and all manmade force-majeure-type actions (e.g., labor strikes, terrorist attacks 
and bombs) that are outside of a taxpayer's control should not result in a recapture event and 
there should not be a specific tie to the selection of the storage facility. A bright line test such as 
this will eliminate uncertainty whether the taxpayer should have or could have known about the 
possibility of such events or actions occurring when selecting, operating or maintaining a storage 
facility. The exception would not apply where the taxpayer's failure to properly maintain or 
operate the storage facility is the cause of the release of the QCO. The regulations should 
include examples of situations in which taxpayers fail to properly maintain or operate storage 
facilities. 

X. Shorten the recapture period provided for in Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-5(f) to 
three years. 

Background 

Proposed Regulation section 1.45Q-5(f) provides that the recapture period for the Section 45Q 
Credit begins on the date of first injection of QCO for disposal in secure geological storage or 
use as a tertiary injectant and ends on the earlier of five years after the last taxable year in which 
the taxpayer claimed a Section 45Q Credit or the date monitoring ends under 40 CFR part 98 
subpart RR or under CSA/ANSI ISO 27916:19. 

Discussion  

The recapture period should be no longer than the statute of limitations for the tax returns in 
which the Section 45Q Credits are claimed. A recapture period of five years exposes tax equity 
investors to a prolonged period of exposure and indefinable economic risks. Investors are 
familiar and comfortable with a period of risk equal to the applicable statute of limitations for the 
returns in which tax credits are claimed. A longer period of exposure creates unnecessary 
hurdles for investment. As such, the final regulations should provide for a recapture period of 
three years. 
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